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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

The National Mining Association (NMA) recently sponsored MINExpo
INTERNATIONAL® 2021, which took place Sept. 13 – 15 at Nevada’s Las
Vegas Convention Center. 
The event showcased the latest mining innovations and technologies that
industry will use to meet growing mineral demands.
Industry leaders outlined current and future challenges and opportunities
for mining.
Now is the time for action from Congress to support domestic mining.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CEO SEPTEMBER 23, 2021 

Dear Joe, 

The global mining industry recently met at MINExpo International® in Las
Vegas, Nev. After a five-year hiatus, this year’s event came at a pivotal time for
our industry. The minerals-intensive nature of the global energy transition,
paired with ongoing pandemic-related supply chain concerns, has catapulted
mining into the public eye unlike ever before. The industry’s message to the
world was clear: we are ready to support the exploding demand for mined
materials associated with the world’s energy, transportation, infrastructure and
manufacturing needs – and can do so using the world’s most advanced
technologies – but we need policymakers to help us get there. 
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Over three days, some of the brightest minds in mining showcased the
innovative and cutting-edge products that are driving the industry’s
environmentally responsible production: sensors, advanced instrumentation, AI,
robotics, automation, mobile technology, and data analytics. The event also
celebrated the innovations and technologies advancing the high standards for
mine safety, awarding 40 American mining operations with Sentinels of Safety
Awards, and recognizing four companies with the U.S. National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health’s Mine Safety and Health Technology
Innovation Awards.
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During the opening session, a distinguished panel of industry leaders discussed
the current state of the mining and how the collective mindset has shifted
toward prioritizing innovation across all aspects of the business. From reducing
CO2 emissions and improving safety, to empowering community stakeholders
and up-leveling recruitment efforts, comprehensive advancements are
underway. Several panelists touched on the need for more awareness about
the critical role mining plays in the global economy, and the scale of

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=236268138509235&ref=watch_permalink


investments required for American companies to truly become the miners of the
future. Reporters covering the event highlighted how different proposals in
Congress could either support or severely obstruct domestic industry. 

If the U.S. is to tackle infrastructure modernization and lead the world in
deploying new energy technologies, a strong domestic mining industry will be
essential to unleashing American innovation for generations to come. Auto
manufacturers, energy experts and leaders from other sectors of the economy
understand this reality. For too long, the U.S. has ceded control of the front end
of our manufacturing supply chains to foreign nations, assuming the materials
we require will be there when we need them. As the pandemic has shown,
being over reliant on foreign nations, whether ally or adversary, is not a winning
strategy. We must recognize that domestic mining is foundational to our
infrastructure, energy and climate policy, and advance policies that will help
rebuild our domestic production capabilities. 

As governments across the world push to develop and deploy advanced energy
technologies and confront the climate challenges, the importance of our
industry has never been so widely acknowledged as it is today. This increased
attention made for one of the most impactful MINExpo events in history – the
world is now watching to see how policymakers will respond.  

Thank you, 

https://www.reviewjournal.com/business/conventions/mining-industry-could-rebound-with-passage-of-new-bill-2440099/
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Rich Nolan 
NMA President and CEO

BLOG 
The U.S. Needs a Comprehensive Minerals Strategy 

Relying solely on imported minerals isn’t sustainable. Domestic mining is
essential for keeping American industries competitive, reshoring our
supply chains and providing economic stability.

INFOGRAPHIC
Our Energy Future Depends On Mining 

LEARN MORE
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To deliver the future of advanced energy, the U.S. needs a strong and
stable supply of domestic minerals.
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